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Empires will topple, thrones will be won . . . and souls will be lost. The mind-blowing sequel to AND I

DARKEN, described by Buzzfeed as â€˜A dark, gritty, and seriously badass epicâ€™ is a sweeping

Ottoman-inspired historical adventure. Starring the inimitable anti-princess Lada, the

dagger-wielding drama of her story is perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Victoria Aveyard.Lada

Dracul has no allies and no throne. After failing to seize the crown she believes is hers, Lada is out

to punish anyone who dares to cross her. Filled with a white-hot rage, she storms the countryside

terrorizing the land. But brute force isnâ€™t getting her what she wants. And thinking of Mehmed,

the sultan she might have been in love with, brings little comfort to her thorny heart. She left him

before he could leave her. Lada needs her brother Raduâ€™s subtlety and skill. But Mehmed has

sent him to Constantinople as his reluctant spy. Radu longs for his sisterâ€™s fierce confidence but

for the first time in his life, he rejects her unexpected plea for help. Torn between loyalties to faith, to

the Ottomans, and to Mehmed, he knows he owes Lada nothing. If she dies, he could never forgive

himself, but if he fails in Constantinople, will Mehmed ever forgive him?
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I had major doubts going into this book. It's been about a year or so since I read "And I Darken" and

while I did enjoy it, I wasn't sure that "Now I Rise" would meet those standards. Also since I read

"As I Darken" so long ago, I was sure that I wouldn't remember much of the plot or the characters.I

read two pages before I realised I didn't remember the events of the last novel (of course the only

thing I remembered was the love triangle between Radu, Lada and Mehmed). Thankfully the novel

recounted characters and events from the first book so I was able to read this without having to

reread "As I Darken.""Now I Rise" follows Lada, Radu and Mehmed as they each go after the thing

they want most. Lada wants to be prince of Wallachia, Radu wants to be respected by Mehmed (but

any sort of positive attention from Mehmed makes Radu happy because he has an unhealthy

obsession with Mehmed) and Mehmed just wants Constantinople. However for each of the

characters to get what they want, they have to make difficult decisions- decisions that involve

brutally killing anyone who stands in their way.This book is nothing like what I would usually read.

However there is just something about this series that drew me in and refuses to let go. I NEED to

know more about these characters. Will Lada get her throne? Who will Mehmed choose? Will Radu

ever grow a pair? (Can you tell he's my least favourite Dracul sibling?) I need answers to these

questions ASAP.There was amazing character development in this novel. Both Dracul siblings see

that their way is not always the best and they may need the other. Lada is as bloodthirsty in this

novel as she was in "As I Darken"- but this time instead of just threatening people she is a girl of

action and I loved seeing that side of her. She is fierce, she is vicious and it is incredible."Now I

Rise" has a compelling plot and flawless writing which makes the book impossible to put down.

Definitely get yourself a copy. NOW!

I liked the first book, but I seriously LOVE this one. Why? Well, the characters are more developed,

the world building is even more amazing and after starting the first chapter I was unable to stop

reading. I was pulled into the history of Lada and Radu, and seeing how everything unfurled was so

great. I hold my breath every time Lada attacked a village, trying to take what was rightfully hers. I

was sad for Radu, every time he laid eyes on .... I was simply involved in the story and I highly

recommend the book to everyone. This series is so worth giving a try! I chose to read this book and

all opinions in this review are my own and completely unbiased. Thanks to NetGalley and Penguin

Random House UK!
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